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RULES
2.3.3 Unit types
The Armor type includes French DCR divisions (4-1-6s).
The Armored Cavalry type includes French DLM divisions (3-2-7s).
3.1.2(4) Victory Conditions. Change “Axis land units” to “Allied land units”. (i.e., the Allies get VP for holding their own
cities).
4.4 Coordination (clarification). To employ a naval unit in defense, there must be at least one ground unit of the same
nationality.
5.0 Setting Up & 6.0 Operational Cards. Any cards that impact setup are played during initial deployment.
11.Tracing Command Radius (clarification). Command radius is traced from the HQ to the units being supported.
Therefore, a mech HQ pays mech movement costs, and a non-mech pays non-mech costs. See [2.3.3].
13.1(1) Stacking. Change “equals one corps” to “equals one division”.
16.2 Pursuit (omission). Headquarters can not pursue. See (11.5.2).
18.1 Lines of Supply (clarification). Unlike tracing Command Radius, a Line of Supply is traced from the unit to the
headquarters. Use the movement allowance of the unit to be supplied, mechanized or non-mechanized. Also, since units
are guaranteed a minimum of one hex, units adjacent to a headquarters are In Supply if other conditions apply.
18.1(2). Ultimate supply sources for units include all cities of the same nationality.
SETUP SHEETS
French:
0-2-0 fortress divisions and corps are interchangeable.
German:
Strategic Reserve: 4th Army should be 9th Army.
There is only one 9 Air Division (the one listed under air divisions, not corps).
The setup calls for 8 x 5-6-5 German corps but there are only 7 in the counter mix use the extra 6-6-5.
The strategic reserve calls for 8x 3-5-5 corps but there are only 7 in the counter mix. Use the extra 4-6-5 go in the
strategic reserve?
MAP
(clarifications)
The Ardennes is rough terrain.
Floodable hexes are otherwise treated as clear terrain.
CARDS
If the Allied player chooses neither the Maginot Line card nor the No Maginot Line card, then treat the hexes as
entrenchments, per the card. All other Maginot effects are ignored.
COUNTERS
The icon on the US C-75 is incorrect. It should be a Curtiss C-75 Hawk. The factors are otherwise correct and it functions
as a fighter.

